
Computer Team Meeting 
9/20/18 
 
Attendees: Julia Hupperts, Diane Anastos, Melissa Pappas, Gerard Forys,  John Cardoza,  Bill 
Hughe, Gy Chajili, Stewart Rhodes, Ron Sexton, Keri Levin 
 
Computer Peers: Melissa Pappas, Gerard Forys, John Cardoza, Chee Chang 
 
Stipend for Peer Team: 
The Presidents Council is working on the budget for this fiscal year. One line item is stipends for 
the Computer Peer Team and for the Computer Team Secretary. 
All participants in Computer Team meetings will receive stipends, even if there are multiple 
people from one hi-rise. 
Up until now there has never been a stipend for the Computer Team Secretary. A stipend of 
$15 has been proposed. 
Melissa Pappas is happy to continue as Secretary as she has been doing. 
Ron Sexton made a motion to appoint Melissa Pappas as Secretary. Keri Levin seconded. 
Motion carried. 
 
Concerns: 
Putting out hand sanitizer was discussed. Hi-rises can purchase a sanitizer dispenser if they 
would like to. (A concern with bottles is people taking them if they are just left sitting out.) 
Wiping down computer chairs was suggested. (Both to get rid of germs and bugs.) 
 
There are issues at Cleveland with people still downloading copyrighted content. Checking the 
router to see if blocking is enabled was suggested. (Download sites should be blocked along 
with porn and offensive sites.) 
Turning off public wi-fi was suggested. (There would still be Internet for the hi-rise computers.) 
Posting the letters from Comcast would be good along with letting residents know there is a 
chance the hi-rise could lose its Internet. 
 
Deepfreeze is causing issues on some of the computers at Iowa. 
 
There is still an issue with not being able to activate Office 2016. (There is an error message 
that states that you have exceeded the number of allowable activations.) Microsoft can’t do 
anything without information like the email address and account used to purchase the Office 
licenses. 
 
There are still a few solid state drives left. Using them for Office computers was suggested. Hi-
rises that would like one can request it from the Presidents Council. 
 
 


